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About This Content

The soundtrack of Pony Island by musician Jonah Senzel

Tracklist:

1. Pony Island
2. Enter Pony

3. The Machine
4. Sanctuary
5. The Island

6. Adventure Awry
7. Beelzebub

8. Louey's Playhouse
9. Louey's Playhouse (Puzzle Remix)

10. Escape
11. Hop, Skip, and a Neigh
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Star Ruler is the perfect example of an indie diamond in the rough. The core realtime 4x gameplay gives you a ton of freedom
and ship design is fun and open, while the game progresses to eventually become really hectic. The customization and stuff isn't
overdone to the point of being spergy like in some of these types of games. However, the game is pretty graphically poor, there
being only two visually distinct sets of ship designs and everything being sort of par for the course budget indie space game
graphics. The studio seems tiny though so can't really fault em that. A bigger issue is that the gameplay tends to degenerate into
walling off a section of the map well enough that the AI can't bust through easily, and then beelining a ship of such a large scale
none of the AIs can deal with it as it blows up planet and sun after planet and sun. The basic resource gameplay is realtime
resource chain management sort of similar to Anno games, at which the AI has perfect micro - the difficulty setting seems to be
what bonuses they get, and I couldn't find a difficulty at which I could have a back-and-forth fight with the AIs. Either I would
crush them outright, fight them to a stalemate then win after two hours of turtling like outlined above, or get
totally♥♥♥♥♥♥♥ This game seems to have a lot of potential for multiplayer but there ain't nobody playin this
obscure♥♥♥♥♥indie pile lol. With more dynamic and varied AI this could be great. The sequel will be something to look
forward to, though I gotta say an expansion fixing some of this would be better, first.

It's a recommend if you dig stuff like Endless Space and Sins of a Solar Empire with a dash of Anno and a pinch of autism
mixed in, then all the polish knocked off. this game has become one of my favourites FAST. and by fast i mean within my very
first playthrough. i haven't played text-based games since the mid-2000s, but this really brought me back. the plot is nothing
world-changing, but the characters are likable, the choices interesting, and the writing style is enjoyable and never tedious.
definitely recommend this for anyone interested in story and relationship-heavy roleplaying fun :). Game crashes at start on
Win8, no support after writing to the forum for more than a month.

Stay away from these kind of games.. Story of the Survivor the Escape DLC is an okay DLC, but its story time.

You play as Steve a convict; he and his two friends have Survived the zombie apocalypse being in the vary prison that held them
before the apocalypse. But soon food will run out, so Steve and his two friends must find a way to escape.

Now what I liked, story was good. I feel the rpg elements were used a bit better here than the main game. And there was not
nighttime part that made the game hard to see.

Now for the bed, really there is just two. Like the character management still annoying, and there are some bugs were you can
go into the well and get stuck or you can get stuck by a zombie corpse that is in front of the door.
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So with that said not a bad game a bit better then main one, so I say get this DLC if you want to buy the main game as well.. All
the War Thunder issues, but for a lower price. Can't recommend for the joystick jockeys and those expecting a sim. You should
be looking elsewhere in this case (DCS with WWII modules or any IL-2 game). But for those who wants to play with gamepad,
this one actually handle better the analog inputs than WT. Can, sort of, recommend it.

The only real standout feature about this is the replay feature. Killing of getting killed in a plane never looked so good.

. Do you enjoy pirate themes? How about fishing? How about ridiculous names for fishes? Add in a dash of mobile device play
and you have this game.

Do you want a long game that takes more than just over 5 hours to finish? Oh. Well, go somewhere else then.

This game reminds of Harvest moon, in a mild watered down kind of way. Is it fun? Sure, it is. Is it a tonne of repetition? You
bet it is! You like fetch quests? ALOT of fetch quests? Well you're in for the time of your monotonous lives!

Really though, this is a cute, short game, that is clearly meant for a mobile device and not really the home PC. It's a time waster,
but not much point in revisiting it once you finish the main story.
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Step one is Buying this game.
Step two is playing this game.
Step three is us making out.
. ALERT: This is unbelievebly short game.

Nice idea, reminds me of Lost Vikings somehow controlling 2 charachters to help each other in 2d Platform game.

I think the price is too high for 3 hours play game :). Fantastic story telling game. Dont forget to play the first game.. First of all
it was a positive experience to encounter a game created to advance the spiritual development of its players. The music is calm
and relaxing. The quotes, inspirations and teachings are well chosen. The overall visual scheme is simplistic and supports the
main theme.

However.

Considering the game is supposed to be a spiritual experience, it activates the mind quite a bit. The puzzles and the overarching
goal of achieving and collecting everything available is in contrast with the teachings and quotes about surrendering to the ever-
present, natural flow of life. They align with the controlling mind instead of the all-embracing heart.

Furthermore, as spirituality is usually about going deeper and deeper and finding new aspects to life and reality, the game, in
contrast, remains throughout its lifespan quite one dimensional. The "spirit"-sphere-thing never grows in size nor depth. It stays
throughout the game a dot of life, a nature servant, so to speak. It never evolves into anything greater, with more depth, more
understanding, more scope of vision, more responsibility etc.

However.

The game as it is inspires a lot of idealization about how a deeper spiritual game would look like. This 2D platform would quite
naturally evolve into a more complex one, and eventually into a 3D one, which in turn would evolve into multidimensional game
spanning galaxies and responsibilities involving civilizations and different forms of life across the multitude of the Oneness of
All That Is.

Also, it evokes an idea of a truly different approach to the game mechanic itself. Usually the player is rewarded the more they
achieve, but imagine a game where not the quantity but the quality matters. The player would truly have to undergo some
development of the psyche to advance into further stages of the game. Now that would be something.

But all in all, I salute the maker of this game for attempting to differentiate itself from the majority of the gaming industry
today, and for focusing on the spiritual aspect of nature and of life. In that regard it is truly the first of it's kind (to my
knowledge at least) and deserving of more attention.. Lets start by saying that with the stock content rfactor is pretty much
worthless, with quality mods however it still provides some of the best feeling driving available, for starters i'd recommend
grabbing HistorX , DRM revival and enduracers , you can find pretty much anything you could possibly want to drive out there,
but it may not be of the best quality, same goes for tracks.. Before I knew what had happened, it was 4am when I finished my
first playthrough. Instead of studying for actual finals, I played an interactive novel where my character *ahem* negotiates for a
higher grade and bombs another class on moral principles. I couldn't have asked for a better time.

(+) Most importantly, the novel is well-written. As in, amazingly well-written. If this novel was published and in a bookstore, I'd
scoop the novel up for $20.
(+) Fun and inventive characters. It was impossible to choose a favorite, but Tress is a L'Or\u00e9al goddess.
(+) Lots of character customization. My costume was a hot mess. Also, I love the inclusiveness with options for "asexual" and
"non-binary gender."
(+) Lots of romance options. Hey Mob ;)
(+) Did I mention this game is well-written?

(-) The story isn't complete. You'll have to wait for Part Two, but good things come to those who eat their vegetables.
(EDIT: This doesn't mean that the game isn't "unfinished." This is the start of a trilogy and there's enough material in Part One
to whet your appetite until Part Two is released. The ending is doesn't feel rushed or ends abruptly.)
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I cannot wait to see what happens in Part Two. There are so many unanswered questions! The spoiler contains a semi-spoilerific
open-ended question for the author\/anyone who wants to answer. My character wished he had super strength as a kid, so when I
knew about Mob's ability, I knew that was the RO for my character. However, there was one line that intrigued me. This line
was around Downfall's final exam. Mob mentioned that he felt unusually stronger around the classmates and faculty, so is it
possible that my character develops super strength despite not being a Z-Person? Or is it because of Downfall revealing her
abilities? Or something else entirely? Who knows?

10\/10 Would accidentally rename myself as Captain Powerless again. Thought this was going to be a quick 100% achievement
game seeing that there is only four achievements. Man, was I wrong. Even though the graphics are cute, the controls are
absolutely terrible.
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